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Greetings!

It's always so good to hear from you after sending
out my newsletter. You can't imagine that it takes a
bit of research and time to put together. I'm actually
making one for E-Mail and one for Print. To know you
all are actually reading them makes me feel good. I
feel like I'm not just wasting my time.
Hope to see you at one of our Special Events.

Sign Up
Dr. Silver Returns to Vietnam

Dr. William Silver,
founder of Premier Image Cosmetic & Laser Surgery, returns to Vietnam this
October to once again share his incredible talents with Vietnamese physicians and
families.

While restoring lives Dr. Silver will be teaching local Vietnamese doctors the art and
skills of Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery.
During his three week visit, Silver will perform numerous surgeries on patients
with congenital deformities, war injuries, and accident victims. The surgical
procedures are observed by local doctors and surgeons and video taped for future
lectures.
“The most enjoyable part of the trip was to see how gracious and warm the
Vietnamese people are, especially to Americans. They are willing to share what ever
they have to make us feel welcome” said Dr. Silver.
Last years trip was so successful that the Vietnamese government invited Dr. Silver
back this year. “I enjoy teaching the Vietnamese surgeons. You can’t imagine
how incredibly eager they are to learn and perfect the skills of facial plastic
surgery”, Silver added.
Dr. Silver was recently honored by his peers to receive the Lester Brown Lifetime
Service Award, an award given to a surgeon who has been in practice for more than
twenty years, has contributed by teaching medicine, and has been involved in local
and national service projects that have benefited his community and the lives of
many.

The Artic Peel

Have the kind of smooth, tight skin that only laser treatments can give you but
without pain or the long recovery time. The Artic Peel is an exclusive laser treatment from Premier Image for the ultimate in
skin resurfacing.
The Artic Peel with the Sciton laser precisely removes the outermost layer of the skin. Dr. Louis DeJoseph customizes each
treatment based on your skin type and condition.
Skin conditions such as wrinkles, injury scars, acne scars, skin laxicity, keratosis, and pigmentation problems have been
successfully treated with the Artic Peels and the Micro Laser Peels.
Laser Skin Resurfacing is similar to having multiple micro-dermabrasions at one session removing damaged skin and tightening

the skin with computerized precision.
All laser treatments at Premier Image are administered by Dr. Louis DeJoseph, double-board certified facial plastic
surgeon.
Read on...

Better Buns for Life

Better Buns with a Brazillian Butt Lift.
Fat can be harvested during liposuction to be used for transfer to other body parts where volume enhancement is needed. An area
that is often requested is fat transfer to the buttocks.
Patients are sometime unhappy with the appearance of their behind and want it enhanced or lifted.
Fat is typically harvested from the abdomen, hips, thighs, and arms. The fat is carefully purified and prepared for transfer. Only a
fraction of the donor fat removed will qualify for re-injection to the buttocks.
The prepared fat is transferred to the buttocks with special cannulas. The process is referred to as “microinjection”. Dr. Tolson’s
advanced technique results in the highest permanent absorption rate of the fat and is the best way to achieve a permanent result.
Using his sculpturing talents, Dr. Tolson microinjects small amounts of prepared donor fat into different areas and depths of the
buttocks. The procedure involves numerous micro fat injections to achieve long lasting, uniform, smooth, and natural appearance
to the buttocks.
At Premier Image special fat harvesting and processing are used so that a large percentage of the fat transferred survive the
crucial period until they receive blood supply. Once this happens these fat cells remain for the patient’s lifetime.
The buttock lift or augmentation is done through liposuction sculpturing specifically around the thighs, back, hips, and stomach.
This requires contouring liposuction in the stomach and areas around the buttocks and thighs, with additional liposuction of the
back, hips, and thighs the butt appears lifted with this sculpturing technique. This alone results in a very shapely look.
This is the perfect time of year for body plastic surgery and here at Premier Image we are offering special discounts for all body
contouring procedures.
Read on...

The Perfect Gift

“Wives are more receptive to a gift of cosmetic surgery,” says Dr. Louis
DeJoseph. "As the holiday season approaches, I find many women talking about how they would much rather have a “QT Mini
Facelift “than another diamond ring," he adds.
Sound crazy? Many aging women begin to feel insecure in their relationships because of the confidence they loose just looking in
the mirror. They worry what their loved ones response will be if they express their desires of facial rejuvenation.
It's not always easy to communicate when you are worried about being judged. This is the perfect time of year to approach the
subject. It's a gift you really want and it’s a gift of a lifetime. It’s a gift that improves self- esteem and in turn will give you the
confidence back to improve your social and business relationships. It’s the Perfect Gift.
“Wives are touched because their husband made the effort to give a gift that represents their love and support,” DeJoseph
continued. “That the husband took the time to find a top surgeon, one with experience and board certification in facial
plastic and reconstructive surgery."<br>
We live in a very competitive society where looking and feeling our best has a direct effect on how we feel about ourselves and
how we interact in social and business settings.
Our goal at Premier Image Cosmetic & Laser Surgery is to restore a healthy, natural, and more youthful appearance.
Read on...

Your Eyes are the Mirror of Your Soul

A Yiddish proverb says, “The eyes are the mirror of the
soul”. Your eyes are one of the most communicative features of your face, your eyes truly do say a lot about you.

“You look tired” or “Are you upset?” are often heard by those suffering from droopy upper eyelids, bags or puffiness under the
eyes, and sometime a brow-line that has dropped causing an angry look.
“I used to walk around lifting my brows just so you wouldn’t see the extra fold of skin above my eyes and I never put on eye makeup because it would smear so badly.” T. Miles
My husband often asked if I was mad or tired. I would get frustrated and answer “No, this is just how I look now”. I am 53 years old
and I think I look pretty good for my age, but I am so tired of dealing with this part of the aging process. G. Wilson
“Upper eyelid surgery or blepharoplasty is the single most dramatic change one can get with cosmetic surgery”, said Dr.
William Silver.
“The surgical procedure removes the excess fat and skin from the upper or lower eyelids. It is a very simple procedure that can be
done under local sedation and recovery is at most a week,” Dr. Silver added.
“A consultation is necessary to evaluate the patient. In the photo here, I actually performed a brow-lift and a lower blepharoplasty,”
Silver continues. Her upper lids were beautiful and required no surgical procedure.
Read on...

Lunchtime Lipo

Did you know patients can remain awake during liposuction,
some patients are even asked to stand up so that the doctor can see how the body’s contours look.
The “lunchtime lipo” is intended for smaller areas of treatment like around the waist, love-handles, and abdomen.
“Many of my patients need to get back to work quickly,” says Dr. Tolson. “Recovery time is minimal with liposuction. One of
my patients went to choir practice the same evening and returned to normal activities within the next day”, adds Tolson.
A vast improvement on the basic procedure became popular when tumescent or “wet” liposuction was introduced in the 80’s. The
patient’s treatment area is injected with large amounts of a saline mixture and a small tube is inserted that vacuums out the fat.
More sculpturing is one benefit and the other is that there is very little downtime.
The advanced sculpturing techniques of Dr. Tolson are describe by his patients as “Life Changing”. Liposuction is extremely safe
when selecting an experienced, board certified plastic surgeon with significant training in body contouring and sculpturing.
Read on...

The "Endo" Browlift

As we age, our forehead gradually sags, causing
drooping eyebrows, forehead furrows and frown lines. A relatively easy surgical procedure, the forehead lift can smooth and
minimize frown lines. You will look rested and more alert.
With the endoscopic forehead lift, two or three small incisions are made in the hair above the forehead. A tiny camera is inserted
to reveal the underlying muscles. Excess skin and muscle are removed, the skin is tightened and the incisions are closed.
Scarring is minimal and not visible because it is hidden in the hair.
"Some patients have expressed having a headache the first day after surgery. Otherwise there is very little pain or down time.
Most patients return to their normal activities within two to three days", says Dr. William Silver.
Browlifts give you a fresh, happy, and more youthful appearance.
Read on...

The QT Mini-Face Lift

The “QT Mini Facelift" featured on Fox 5 and 11Alive News as the low down time
alternative to the traditional full face lift.
The “QT Mini Facelift” is a low downtime face-lifting procedure developed by Dr. William E Silver and Dr. Louis DeJoseph here at
Premier Image Cosmetic & Laser Surgery.
The “QT Mini Facelift” is a local anesthetic procedure designed to offer all the benefits of a traditional full facelift with minimal
downtime and at about half the cost of the traditional full facelift. Dr. Silver says the “QT Mini Facelift” will leave you with smaller
incisions, less bruising, and a recovery time of only 3-5 days.

With the holidays upon us you’ll want to look and feel your best at parties, business functions, family gatherings, and “get
togethers” with friends. Give yourself a more youthful and confident appearance this Holiday Season.
Read on...

Special Events

Special Events
Oct 17th Botox Night 6pm
Oct 24th Seminar 6 to 8pm
Nov 3rd Permanent Make-up 9 to 4
Nov 11th Laser Saturday 9 to 2
Nov 14th Botox Night 6pm
Nov 28th Seminar 6 to 8pm
Seminars: Join us for an evening of Fun, Food, Wine & Prizes. It’s an exciting and informative visual presentation covering
concepts of beauty, the aging process and how to slow it down as well as facial & body cosmetic procedures to restore a more
youthful appearance.
Presented by Nationally Recognized Board Certified Plastic Surgeons:
William E Silver, MD, FACS
Louis M DeJoseph, MD
Michael A Tolson, MD, FACS
RSVP 770-457-6303/888-455-FACE (Limited Seating)
Read on...

Premier Image Cosmetic & Laser Surgery, Georgia’s first multi-specialty cosmetic surgery practice founded in 1970 by TripleBoard Certified Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon, Dr. William E. Silver in answer to his dream of providing patients with a
diversity of cosmetic procedures by only board certified physicians and surgeons in their specialty fields.
Premier Image Cosmetic & Laser Surgery offers a variety of cosmetic procedures including facial & body plastic surgery, laser skin
re-surfacing & rejuvenation, & laser treatments for tattoo, hair, & vein removal. On campus is Premier’s Anti-Aging Medical Spa for
the ultimate in medical skin care products and services.
Premier Image Cosmetic & Laser Surgery is conveniently located in Atlanta, off I-285, one exit east of Perimeter Mall on North
Shallowford Rd. The campus is complete with a fully licensed & Triple A Accredited out-patient surgery center. The center is
staffed by qualified personnel not only chosen for their expertise and credentialing, but for their caring attitudes.

Jeanette Hames
Premier Image Cosmetic Surgery

email: jhames@picosmeticsurgery.com
phone: 888-455-FACE
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